Partnership Brief

Zaloni Data
Platform &
Synechron
Accelerating Digital Initiatives.
Reducing Time to Insight.
As companies undergo digital transformations, providing self-service access to data while
maintaining the data governance needed for regulatory compliance is key in order to reduce
time to insight and value. Zaloni and Synechron together have helped tier one, global
banking clients through these transformations by delivering world-class data management
platform from Zaloni and digital transformation, data strategy and technology transformation
experience from Synechron.
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Cloud, On-premises, Hybrid, Multi-cloud
Infrastructure and cloud-platform agnostic

Zaloni &
Synechron
Partnership

Synechron and Zaloni together help financial
and insurance companies accelerate their
data strategies through enterprise scale digital
transformation. To do so, the partnership brings
clients digital transformation, data strategy, and
technology transformation experience from
Synechron as well as a world-class data platform
through Zaloni. Together, our work with tier one,

Self-Service Access
to Trusted Data
Through the Zaloni
Data Platform
The Zaloni Data Platform (ZDP) provides
the foundation for digital transformation
success. ZDP is a unified self-service data
platform that operationalizes the entire
data pipeline from data source to data
consumer. ZDP delivers a productionready data lake that can be deployed in
hybrid, cloud or multi-cloud environments.
The platform operationalizes data
management and eliminates data silos for
centralized management and governance
of all enterprise data sources, working
with your existing infrastructure for an
integrated big data architecture and
streamlined data stack. ZDP delivers a
unified data supply chain that provides
business users self-service access to
trusted data, delivering fast time-to-value
at scale.

global banking clients is transforming the
future of big data in the financial industry,
as a modern data architecture becomes
the backbone for financial services and
insurance business intelligence.

